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Building an example
question answering system

In this chapter
 Applying techniques for automatically tagging documents
 Enabling document and subdocument tags to be leveraged

in search
 Reranking documents returned by Solr based on additional

criteria
 Generating possible answers to users’ questions

In the previous chapters, we’ve looked at different technologies and approaches
independently. Though we’ve still managed to build useful applications focusing on
one or two technologies, often you need to combine several of the tools we’ve
described so far to get the job done. For instance, search and tagging (classification) with faceting are a natural fit, as are clustering and search, when it comes to
helping users find and discover new and relevant content for their information
needs. For the purposes of this chapter, you’ll build a question answering (QA) system capable of answering fact-based questions from users (written in English) using
search, named-entity recognition, and string matching, among other techniques.
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Though most of the other chapters stand on their own, in this chapter, we assume
you’ve read the previous chapters and so we don’t explain the basics of Solr and other
systems again here.
Before we move ahead and build a question answering system, let’s look back at
what we’ve covered previously. You’ll see how all of these items provide the conceptual
underpinning for this chapter. In chapter 1, we discussed the importance of text to
different applications, and covered some of the basic terminology around search and
natural language processing, as well as some of the challenges you face in building
such systems. Much of this foundation is used both implicitly and explicitly in this
chapter, even if we don’t call it out.
In chapter 2, we focused on the foundations of text processing, including things
like parts of speech, parsing, and grammar, perhaps reminding you of your high
school days. We also took time to look at how to get content out of its raw format and
into the format needed by leveraging Apache Tika. Though we don’t explicitly use
Tika for this example, we’ll be doing preprocessing on the content to get it in shape
for our task. We’ll also make extensive use of tools for tokenizing, parsing, and part of
speech tagging content in order to leverage it to answer questions.
Chapter 3 introduced search and Apache Solr as a powerful search platform with
which you can quickly and easily index text and retrieve it via a query. We’ll again
leverage Solr here as the foundation for the question answering system along with
some of the more advanced capabilities of Apache Lucene.
Chapter 4 dealt with fuzzy string matching, which is useful in many of the day-today operations of text processing. This chapter uses what you learned there to perform automatic spelling correction, as well as other techniques for fuzzy string matching such as n-grams. Some of these string techniques are used at the low level of
Lucene, and we could easily hook a spell-checking component into our system,
although we choose not to.
In chapter 5, we used OpenNLP to identify and categorize proper names in text.
Here, we’ll use OpenNLP again to perform this task as well as to identify phrases. This
is useful both in analyzing the query and in processing the underlying content we use
for the lookup of answers.
In chapter 6, we delved into the world of clustering and showed how we could
automatically group together similar documents using unsupervised techniques.
Though we won’t demonstrate it in this chapter, clustering techniques can be used
both to narrow the search space when looking for answers and to determine nearduplicates in the results themselves.
Finally, chapter 7 showed you how to classify text and use a classifier to automatically associate keyword or folksonomy tags with new text. We’ll also use these techniques to assign incoming questions to a category in this chapter.
Now that you have a sense of where we’ve been, let’s bring all of these things
together to build a real application. Our goal in building a sample QA system is to
demonstrate how many of the moving pieces that we’ve talked about up until now
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hook together to form a real working system. We’ll build a simple QA application
designed to answer factual questions utilizing Wikipedia as the knowledge base. To
achieve our goal, we’ll use Solr as a baseline system due not only to its search capabilities for passage retrieval, but also for its plugin architecture that allows for easy extension. From this baseline, you can plug in analysis capabilities during indexing as well
as hook in search-side capabilities to parse users’ natural language questions and to
rank answers and return results. Let’s begin by looking into QA and some of its applications a bit more.

8.1

Basics of a question answering system
As the name implies, a question answering (QA) system is designed to take in a natural
language question—say, “Who is the President of the United States?”—and provide
the answer. QA systems alleviate the need for end users to search through pages and
pages of search results or click and browse their way through facets. For instance,
IBM’s Watson DeepQA system (http://www.ibm.com/innovation/us/watson/) used a
sophisticated question answering system to play against humans on Jeopardy! (http://
www.jeopardy.com). Did we mention it beat two of the greatest Jeopardy! players of all
time? This system used a very large number of machines to process answers (remember, Jeopardy! requires the “answer” to be in the form of a question) based on a very
large collection of world knowledge as well as ancillary systems for playing strategy
(selecting clues, betting, and so on; see figure 8.1).
Note that an automated QA system shouldn’t be confused with any of the popular
crowd-sourced QA systems on the web today such as Yahoo! Answers or ChaCha, even
if some of the technology that powers those systems (identifying similar questions, for
instance) is also useful in building automated QA systems. In many ways, question
answering is like a search application: you submit your query, usually consisting of a
set of keywords, and look at the documents or
pages that are returned for an answer. In question answering, you typically submit a full sentence as your query instead of just keywords.
In return for your greater specificity, expect a
piece of text considerably smaller than a document to be returned. In general, question
answering is hard, but in particular applications or genres it can be effective. Many questions have complex answers and require a
great deal of understanding to answer. As
such, we’re setting the bar for our question
answering lower than full understanding, and
instead will build a system that will perform
better than a standard search for fact-based Figure 8.1 Screen grab of IBM’s Watson
Avatar as seen during the Jeopardy! IBM
questions such as “Who is the President of the challenge
United States?”

Installing and running the QA code
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IBM’s Watson: going beyond Jeopardy!
IBM’s Watson system was demonstrated on Jeopardy! as a means of bringing attention to the problem, but its deeper intent is obviously not to compete on Jeopardy!
but to help people sift through information much more quickly and cost effectively. To
quote the IBM website:1
DeepQA technology provides humans with a powerful tool for their information gathering and decision support. A typical scenario is for the end user
to enter their question in natural language form, much as if they were asking another person, and for the system to sift through vast amounts of
potential evidence to return a ranked list of the most compelling, precise
answers. These answers include summaries of their justifying or supporting evidence, allowing the user to quickly assess the evidence and select
the correct answer.
Though the depth of the system is beyond what can be covered here, readers are
encouraged to check out IBM’s DeepQA project (see http://www.research.ibm.com/
deepqa/deepqa.shtml) to find out more.

A full-fledged QA system might attempt to answer many different types of questions,
ranging from fact-based to more esoteric. Keep in mind, also, that it’s perfectly reasonable for a QA system to return multiple paragraphs and even multiple documents
as the answer, even though most QA systems try to return answers that are much
shorter. For example, a highly sophisticated system (which doesn’t exist, as far as these
authors are aware) might be able to answer questions that require deeper analysis and
responses, such as “What are the pros and cons of the current college football bowl
system?” or “What are the short- and long-term effects of binge drinking?”1
Digging deeper, fact-based question answering can be thought of as a fuzzy matching problem at the level of words and phrases. As such, our approach here bears some
resemblance to the strategy we took in performing record matching, with some additional twists that center around understanding what the type of the answer (referred
to as the answer type) should be for a given question. For instance, if a user asks “Who
is the President of the United States?” we expect the answer to be a person, whereas if
the user asks “What year did the Carolina Hurricanes win the Stanley Cup?” the
answer should be a year. Before we dig into how we built the system, let’s spend a
moment setting up the associated code so that you can follow along.

8.2

Installing and running the QA code
As we mentioned earlier, we’ll use Solr as the base of our system, so installing and
running the QA code means leveraging our existing Solr packaging much like we
did in the clustering chapter. For this case, we’ll use a different Solr setup. If you

1

Retrieved April 12, 2011: http://www.research.ibm .com/deepqa/faq.shtml.
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haven’t already, follow the instructions in the README file on GitHub (https://
github.com/tamingtext/book/blob/master/README). Next, run ./bin/start-solr
.sh solr-qa from the TT_HOME directory. If all goes well, you should be able to
point your browser at http://localhost:8983/solr/answer and see a simple QA interface. With the system now running, let’s load in some content so that you can
answer some questions.
QA systems that are built on top of search engines (most are), as you might
imagine, require content in the search engine to act as the source for discovering
answers, since the system doesn’t have some intrinsic knowledge of all questions
and answers. This requirement brings with it the complication that a QA system can
only be as good as the content that it uses as its source. For instance, if you fed the
engine documents from Europe written in the era before Christopher Columbus
(surely they are all digitized, right?) and asked the system “What shape is the
Earth?” it likely would answer with the equivalent of flat. For our system, we’ll use a
dump of the English Wikipedia taken on October 11, 2010 (the first 100K docs are
cached at http://maven.tamingtext.com/freebase-wex-2011-01-18-articles-first100k
.tsv.gz; 411 MB zipped.) Note that this file is large, but this is necessary, as we wish to
demonstrate with real data. After it’s downloaded, unpack it using gunzip or a similar tool. If that file is too big or your want to try a smaller version first, you can
download http://maven.tamingtext.com/freebase-wex-2011-01-18-articles-first10k.tsv,
which consists of the first 10,000 articles of the larger file. This file isn’t compressed, so there’s no need to unpack it.
After you have the data, you can index it into your system by running the following steps:
 Type cd $TT_HOME/bin.
 Run indexWikipedia.sh --wikiFile <PATH TO WIKI FILE> (*NIX) or index-

Wikipedia.cmd --wikiFile <PATH TO WIKI FILE> (Windows). This will take
some time to complete. Use the --help option to see all available indexing

options.
After the index is built, you’re ready to explore the QA system. You can start by pointing your browser at http://localhost:8983/solr/answer, where we’ve put together a
simple QA user interface utilizing Solr’s built-in VelocityResponseWriter, which
takes Solr’s output and applies an Apache Velocity (see http://velocity.apache.org)
template to it. (Velocity is a templating engine mainly used for creating websites
backed by Java applications.) If all went well with these steps, you should see something like the screenshot in figure 8.2.
Assuming this all worked correctly, we’ll proceed to take a look at the architecture
and code to build the system.

A sample question answering architecture

Figure 8.2

8.3
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A screenshot from the Taming Text fact-based QA system

A sample question answering architecture
Much like our earlier work in search, our QA system needs to handle indexing content
as well as searching and postprocessing the results. On the indexing side, most of our
customization centers around the analysis process. We’ve created two Solr analysis
plug-ins: one for detecting sentences and one for identifying named entities. Both rely
on OpenNLP for the desired capabilities. Unlike most analysis processes in Solr, we
elected to tokenize directly into sentences since it allows us to send those sentences
directly into the named-entity token filter as well as avoid having to do extra tokenization, once in Solr and once in OpenNLP. Since both sentence detection and namedentity detection were described earlier, we’ll point you at the classes here (SentenceTokenizer.java and NameFilter.java) and show the declaration for the text field
type in schema.xml (located in the solr-qa/conf directory and edited here for space).
Take note that we violated the usual rule of doing the same analysis during both
indexing and searching, since we don’t need to detect sentences on the query side
because we assume a single input question. What matters most is that the output
tokens are equivalent in their form (same stemming, for instance) when output and
not how they arrived at that form. Here’s the field type declaration:
<fieldType name="text" class="solr.TextField" positionIncrementGap="100"
autoGeneratePhraseQueries="true">
<analyzer type="index">
<tokenizer
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class="com.tamingtext.texttamer.solr.SentenceTokenizerFactory"/>
<filter class="com.tamingtext.texttamer.solr.NameFilterFactory"/>
<filter class="solr.LowerCaseFilterFactory"/>
<filter class="solr.StopFilterFactory"
ignoreCase="true"
words="stopwords.txt"
enablePositionIncrements="true"
/>
<filter class="solr.PorterStemFilterFactory"/>
</analyzer>
<analyzer type="query">
<tokenizer class="solr.WhitespaceTokenizerFactory"/>
<filter class="solr.StopFilterFactory"
ignoreCase="true"
words="stopwords.txt"
enablePositionIncrements="true"
/>
<filter class="solr.WordDelimiterFilterFactory"
generateWordParts="1" generateNumberParts="1"
catenateWords="0" catenateNumbers="0" catenateAll="0"
splitOnCaseChange="1"/>
<filter class="solr.LowerCaseFilterFactory"/>
<filter class="solr.PorterStemFilterFactory"/>
</analyzer>
</fieldType>

Though we’ll skip over the details of the analysis process since it was covered in earlier
chapters, it’s important to note that the NameFilterFactory outputs both the original
tokens and tokens indicating any named entities. These named-entity tokens occur at
the exact same position as the original tokens. For instance, running the sentence
“Clint Eastwood plays a cowboy in The Good, the Bad and the Ugly.” through Solr’s analysis.jsp page (http://localhost:8983/solr/admin/analysis.jsp) produces a total of four
tokens occupying the first two positions (two tokens at each position) of the resulting
output, as shown in figure 8.3.
On the search side, there are more moving parts and we had to write more code,
which we’ll detail in the upcoming sections of this chapter. The crux of the system
relies on two key capabilities:
 Parsing the user question to determine the expected answer type and generat-

ing an appropriate query
 Scoring the documents returned by the generated query

Figure 8.3 An example of how named-entity
tokens overlap the original token positions
for the sentence “Clint Eastwood plays a
cowboy in The Good, the Bad and the Ugly.”

A sample question answering architecture
Documents

Sentence
detecon
(ON)
Named-enty
recognion
(ON)
IIndexing
d i
(AS)

Index

ON = Apache OpenNLP
AS = Apach Solr
TT = Taming Text code
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Quesons

Parse query
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Determine
answer type
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Generate
query (TT)
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Rank
passages (TT)

Response

Figure 8.4 A sample question
answering architecture built on Apache
Solr, OpenNLP, and some of our own
code to rank passages

Tying indexing and searching together, our architecture can be seen in figure 8.4.
As we stated earlier and as shown in figure 8.4, the indexing side is pretty straightforward. The query side has five steps, which will be covered in the sections following
this one:
 Parse (chunk) the user’s query.
 Determine the answer type so that when we search, we can find candidates that

will best answer the question.
 Generate the Solr/Lucene query using a combination of the parsed query and

the answer type.
 Execute the search to determine candidate passages that might contain the
answer.
 Rank the answers and return the results.
To understand these five steps properly in context, we’ll break this down into two sections: understanding the user’s query and ranking the candidate passages. We built
these two pieces using two of Solr’s well-defined plugin mechanisms:
 A QParser (and QParserPlugin)—Processes the incoming user query and cre-

ates a Solr/Lucene query.
 A SearchComponent—Chains together with other SearchComponents to do the
work of creating an appropriate response. See chapter 3 for background.
We’ll examine the code more closely shortly, but for now it might be worthwhile to
revisit the chapter on search and Solr (chapter 3) as well as the Solr documentation to
see how these two pieces work in Solr. Assuming you’re familiar with the relevant
mechanisms, let’s take a look at how we understand the user’s question.
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Understanding questions and producing answers
We’re concerned with three components of understanding the user’s question and
producing results. They center around determining the answer type (AT), using that
AT to generate a meaningful search engine query, and finally, ranking the results from
the query. Of these three, determining the answer type is the crux of the problem,
after which query generation and passage ranking are relatively straightforward. In
our case, determining the answer type involves three parts: training, chunking, and
the actual AT determination. All three of these parts are outlined in the following sections as well as our approach to query generation given the AT and passage ranking.
Also note that, in our case, we assume the user is typing in a natural language question
such as “Who was the Super Bowl MVP?” and not a Boolean logic query like we
described in chapter 3. This is important because we’ve trained a classification system
to determine, given a user question, the answer type the user is interested in and our
training data was based on natural language questions.

8.4.1

Training the answer type classifier
For this system, the training data (located in the dist/data directory of the source)
consists of 1,888 questions, each hand-labeled by Tom Morton as part of his PhD thesis (see Morton [2005]). The training questions look like this:
 P Which French monarch reinstated the divine right of the monarchy to France

and was known as “The Sun King” because of the splendour of his reign?
 X Which competition was won by Eimear Quinn with “The Voice in 1996,” this

being the fourth win in five years for her country?
In the training questions, the first character is the answer type of the question, and the
remaining text is the question. Our training data supports many different answer
types, but our system currently only handles four for simplicity’s sake (location, time,
person, organization). The supported answer types, along with examples, are outlined
in table 8.1.
Table 8.1

Training data answer types

Answer type (training code)

Example

Person (P)

Which Ivy League basketball player scored the most points in a single
game during the 1990s?

Location (L)

Which city generates the highest levels of sulphur dioxide in the world?

Organization (O)

Which ski resort was named the best in North America by readers of
Conde Nast Traveler magazine?

Time point (T)

What year did the Pilgrims have their first Thanksgiving feast?

Duration (R)

How long did Gunsmoke run on network TV?

Money (M)

How much are Salvadoran workers paid for each $198 Liz Claiborne
jacket they sew?
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Table 8.1

Training data answer types (continued)

Answer type (training code)

Example

Percentage (C)

What percentage of newspapers in the U.S. say they are making a profit
from their online site?

Amount (A)

What is the lowest temperature ever recorded in November in New
Brunswick?

Distance (D)

What is the approximate maximum distance at which a clap of thunder
can be heard?

Description (F)

What is dry ice?

Title (W)

In which fourteenth-century alliterative poem by William Langford do a
series of allegorical visions appear to the narrator in his dreams?

Definition (B)

What does the postage stamp cancellation O.H.M.S. mean?

Other (X)

How did the banana split originate?

To train the answer type classifier, we leverage the main method of the AnswerTypeClassifier class, like this:
java -cp -Dmodels.dir=<Path to OpenNLP Models Dir>
-Dwordnet.dir=<Path to WordNet 3.0> \
<CLASSPATH> com.tamingtext.qa.AnswerTypeClassifier \
<Path to questions-train.txt> <Output path>

We’ll skip the testing phase that’s normally associated with building a classifier model
since Tom tested it as part of his thesis. If you’re interested in the testing phase, refer
back to chapters 5 and 7 on classification.
The code for the training process is fairly simple, relying on OpenNLP to chunk
(shallow parse) and part of speech tag the training set, and then to feed into
OpenNLP’s MaxEnt classifier. The key pieces of code are in listing 8.1. Training the
answer type model is similar to the training we did in early chapters on OpenNLP
(named-entity recognition and tagging).
Listing 8.1

Training the question model

AnswerTypeEventStream es = new AnswerTypeEventStream(trainFile,
actg, parser);
GISModel model = GIS.trainModel(100,
new TwoPassDataIndexer(es, 3));
new DoccatModel("en", model).serialize(
new FileOutputStream(outFile));

Using the event
stream, which
feeds us training
examples, do the
training using
OpenNLP’s
MaxEnt classifier.

After the model is trained, we need to write some code that can use this model. To do
this, we wrote a Solr QParser (and the factory class QParserPlugin) named QuestionQParser (and QuestionQParserPlugin). Before we go into what the code looks like,
the configuration of the QuestionQParser looks like this:
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<queryParser name="qa" class="com.tamingtext.qa.QuestionQParserPlugin"/>

As you can see, the primary thing Solr cares about for configuration isn’t the QParser
itself, but the QParserPlugin.
The primary thing the QuestionQParserPlugin needs to do is load the AT model
and construct a QuestionQParser. As with any QParser and its associated factory, we
want to try to do any expensive or one-time calculations in the initialization of the
QParserPlugin and not in the QParser itself, since the latter will be constructed once
for each request, whereas the former is only constructed once (per commit). In the
case of the QuestionQParser, the initialization code is responsible for loading up the
AT model as well as one other resource—WordNet. The code is straightforward initialization code and is shown next.
Listing 8.2
Model directory
contains all OpenNLP
models that we use
throughout the book.
WordNet is a lexical
resource used to
assist in identifying
answer types.

Treebank chunker
works with a Parser
to do shallow
parsing of questions.
Create actual model and
save it for reuse, because
it’s thread safe, but the
containing class isn’t.
Create the
AnswerTypeContextGenerator,
which is responsible for
feature selection.

Initialization code

public void init(NamedList initArgs) {
SolrParams params = SolrParams.toSolrParams(initArgs);
String modelDirectory = params.get("modelDirectory",
System.getProperty("model.dir"));
String wordnetDirectory = params.get("wordnetDirectory",
System.getProperty("wordnet.dir"));
if (modelDirectory != null) {
File modelsDir = new File(modelDirectory);
try {
InputStream chunkerStream = new FileInputStream(
new File(modelsDir,"en-chunker.bin"));
ChunkerModel chunkerModel = new ChunkerModel(chunkerStream);
chunker = new ChunkerME(chunkerModel);
InputStream posStream = new FileInputStream(
new File(modelsDir,"en-pos-maxent.bin"));
POSModel posModel = new POSModel(posStream);
tagger = new POSTaggerME(posModel);
Tagger is
model = new DoccatModel(new FileInputStream(
responsible
new File(modelDirectory,"en-answer.bin")))
for part of
.getChunkerModel();
speech
probs = new double[model.getNumOutcomes()];
tagging.
atcg = new AnswerTypeContextGenerator(
new File(wordnetDirectory, "dict"));
} catch (IOException e) {
throw new RuntimeException(e);
}
}
}

WordNet (http://wordnet.princeton.edu/) is a lexical resource for English and other
languages created by Princeton University containing information about words such
as synonyms, antonyms, and hyper- and hyponyms, as well as other useful information
about individual words. Its license allows for commercial use. You’ll see its use later in
helping us understand questions better.
Given the creation of these resources, the primary task of the factory is to create
our QuestionQParser, which can be seen in the next listing.

Understanding questions and producing answers

Listing 8.3

Construct map of
answer types that
we’re interested
in handling, such
as locations,
people, and times
and dates.

Creating the QuestionQParser

@Override
public QParser createParser(String qStr, SolrParams localParams,
SolrParams params,
Use this if clause to
SolrQueryRequest req) {
create a regular Solr
answerTypeMap = new HashMap<String, String>();
query parser when
answerTypeMap.put("L", "NE_LOCATION");
the user hasn’t
answerTypeMap.put("T", "NE_TIME|NE_DATE");
entered a question or
answerTypeMap.put("P", "NE_PERSON");
entered the *:* query
answerTypeMap.put("O", "NE_ORGANIZATION");
(MatchAllDocsQuery).
QParser qParser;

Construct
chunker (parser)
that will be
responsible for
parsing user
question.
Create
QuestionQParser
by passing in
user’s question
as well as the
preinitialized
resources from
the init method.
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if (params.getBool(QAParams.COMPONENT_NAME, false) == true
&& qStr.equals("*:*") == false) {
AnswerTypeClassifier atc =
new AnswerTypeClassifier(model, probs, atcg);
Parser parser = new ChunkParser(chunker, tagger);
qParser = new QuestionQParser(qStr, localParams,
params, req, parser, atc, answerTypeMap);
} else {
//just do a regular query if qa is turned off
qParser = req.getCore().getQueryPlugin("edismax")
.createParser(qStr, localParams, params, req);
}
return qParser;

The
AnswerTypeClassifier
uses the trained
answer type model
(located in the
models directory) to
classify the question.

}

The primary areas of interest in this code are the construction of the answer type map
and the QuestionQParser. The answer type map contains a mapping from the internal code generated by the AnswerTypeClassifier (as described in table 8.1) and the
type of named entity we tagged during indexing. For instance, L gets mapped to
NE_LOCATION, which matches how we tagged location-named entities during the
indexing process in the NameFilter class. We’ll use this map to later construct an
appropriate clause in our Solr query. The QuestionQParser is the class that actually
parses the question and creates the Solr/Lucene query. On that note, let’s peel back a
layer and look at the QuestionQParser in more detail.
The QuestionQParser is responsible for three things, all of which are handled in
the parse method of the class:
 Chunk the query into a Parse object
 Compute the answer type
 Create the Solr/Lucene query as a SpanNearQuery (more on this in a moment)

8.4.2

Chunking the query
Chunking is a light-weight form of parsing (sometimes called deep parsing) and is useful
for saving some CPU cycles while focusing on key pieces of the sentence, such as verb
and noun phrases, while ignoring other parts, which fits perfectly with what we’re trying to accomplish. We don’t need a deep parse, just enough to help us get at key parts
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of the question. The code in the QParser to do the parsing is rolled up into a single
line, as can be seen here:
Parse question using
TreebankParser. The resulting
Parse object can then be
utilized by the classifier to
determine answer type.

Parse parse = ParserTool.parseLine(qstr, parser, 1)[0];

Note that in this parsing example, we pass in a Parser reference. This parser reference is an instance of ChunkParser, which we wrote to implement OpenNLP’s Parser
interface. The ChunkParser creates a shallow parse of the submitted question by using
OpenNLP’s TreebankChunker, which, as the name somewhat implies, uses the Penn
Treebank resources (see chapter 2) from the 2000 Conference on Computational
Natural Language Learning (see http://www.cnts.ua.ac.be/conll2000/chunking/)
chunking task and a ParserTagger to create a Parse object. The ParserTagger is
responsible for tagging the words of the question with part of speech (POS) tags. This
class is a prerequisite of the chunker since the chunker model was trained using part
of speech information. In other words, part of speech tags are a necessary feature for
chunking in this case. Intuitively, this should seem reasonable: it should be easier to
identify noun phrases if we first identify all the nouns in a sentence. In the example
code, we seed the POS tagger with an existing model named tag.bin.gz, which is available from the OpenNLP models. Similarly, the TreebankChunker instance uses the
EnglishChunk.bin.gz model that’s included in the downloaded models to take the
output of the POS tagger and produce the parse. Though this is a lot of work (all
rolled up into a single method), it provides us the ability to figure out what kind of
answer the user is after in their question, which we’ll look at next.

8.4.3

Computing the answer type
The next step is to identify the answer type and then to look up the mapping from the
internal, abbreviated answer type code and the label we used when indexing named
entities. The code for this is shown next.
Listing 8.4

Identifying the answer type

String type = atc.computeAnswerType(parse);
String mt = atm.get(type);

Obviously, a significant amount of work is happening in the AnswerTypeClassifier
and its delegated classes, so let’s take a look at that class before we move on to the generation of the Solr/Lucene query.
As the name implies, the AnswerTypeClassifier is a classifier that takes in questions and outputs an answer type. In many ways, it’s the crux of our QA system, since
without the correct AT, it’ll be difficult to find passages that not only mention the
required keywords, but also contain the expected kind of answer. For example, if the
user asks “Who won the 2006 Stanley Cup?” an appropriate AT indicates that the
answer would be people or an organization. Then, if the system encounters a passage
containing the words won, 2006, and Stanley Cup, it can rank that passage to determine
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whether a matching word or phrase of the appropriate answer type is in the passage.
For instance, the system might encounter the sentence “The 2006 Stanley Cup finals
went to 7 games.” In this case, no people (or organizations) are mentioned, so the system can discard the candidate because it lacks the answer type.
Upon construction, the AnswerTypeClassifier loads up the answer type model
that we trained earlier in the chapter and also constructs an AnswerTypeContextGenerator instance. The AnswerTypeContextGenerator relies on WordNet and some
heuristics to determine the features to return to the AnswerTypeClassifier for
classification. The AnswerTypeClassifier code that calls the AnswerTypeContextGenerator is in the computeAnswerType and computeAnswerTypeProbs methods and
looks like the next listing.
Listing 8.5
Given the
probabilities
generated, ask
the model for
the best
outcome. This
is a simple
calculation
that finds the
maximum
probability in
the array.

Computing the answer type
Get probabilities of an
answer type by calling
computeAnswerTypeProbs.

public String computeAnswerType(Parse question) {
double[] probs = computeAnswerTypeProbs(question);
return model.getBestOutcome(probs);
}

public double[] computeAnswerTypeProbs(Parse question) {
String[] context = atcg.getContext(question);
return model.eval(context, probs);
}

Ask
AnswerTypeContextGenerator
for the list of features (the
context) that should be
predictive of the answer type.

Evaluate the generated
features to determine the
probabilities for the
possible answer types.

The key to this code is the two lines of the computeAnswerTypeProbs method. The
first line asks the AnswerTypeContextGenerator class to select a set of features from
the parse of the question, and the second line then hands those features to the model
for evaluation. The model returns an array of the probabilities for each possible outcome, from which we select the top value and return it as the answer type.
As you may have noticed in earlier chapters, feature selection is often a difficult
problem as well, so it’s worthwhile to examine more closely the work the AnswerTypeContextGenerator class is doing. Feature selection in the AnswerTypeContextGenerator is handled via the getContext() method. This method implements a few
simple rules aimed at choosing good features based on the type of question that’s
being asked. Most of these rules are premised on finding the key verb and noun
phrase in the question, and can be summarized as follows:
 If a question word is present (who, what, when, where, why, how, whom, which,

name)
– Include the question word and label it as qw (qw=who).
– Include the verb to the right of the question word, label it as verb, and also
concatenate it with question word and label that as qw_verb (verb=entered,
qw_verb=who_entered).
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– Include all words to the right of the verb and label them with rw (rw=
monarchy).
 If a focus noun is present (the key noun of the question)

– Add the head word of the noun phrase and label with hw (hw=author) and
its part of speech with label ht (ht=NN).
– Include any words that modify the noun, labeled as mw (mw=European), and
their part of speech with label mt (mt=JJ).
– Include any WordNet synsets (a synset is a grouping of synonyms for a word)
of the noun, labeled as s (s=7347, the synset ID).
– Indicate whether the focus noun is the last noun of the phrase and label it as
fnIsLast (fnIsLast=true).
 Include the default feature, called def. The default feature is an empty label

that’s included for normalization purposes. Every question will have it regardless of the other features selected, and thus provides a baseline feature for the
system to learn on.
Before we discuss some of the key components of this list, let’s look at the features
selected for the question “Which European patron saint was once a ruler of Bohemia
and has given his name to a Square in Prague?” Its features look like the following:
def, rw=once, rw=a, rw=ruler, rw=of, rw=Bohemia, rw=and,
rw=has, rw=given, rw=his, rw=name, rw=to, rw=a, rw=Square, rw=in,
rw=Prague?, qw=which, mw=Which, mt=WDT, mw=European, mt=JJ, mw=patron,
mt=NN, hw=saint, ht=NN, s=1740, s=23271, s=5809192, s=9505418,
s=5941423, s=9504135, s=23100, s=2137

You can see this example and many others in action by running the demonstrateATCG
test in AnswerTypeTest, whose code can be seen in the following example:
AnswerTypeContextGenerator atcg =
new AnswerTypeContextGenerator(
new File(getWordNetDictionary().getAbsolutePath()));
InputStream is = Thread.currentThread().getContextClassLoader()
.getResourceAsStream("atcg-questions.txt");
assertNotNull("input stream", is);
BufferedReader reader =
new BufferedReader(new InputStreamReader(is));
String line = null;
while ((line = reader.readLine()) != null){
System.out.println("Question: " + line);
Parse[] results = ParserTool.parseLine(line, parser, 1);
String[] context = atcg.getContext(results[0]);
List<String> features = Arrays.asList(context);
System.out.println("Features: " + features);
}

Going back to the feature selection, most features are selected by a few simple rules or
regular expressions, as can be seen in the code of the AnswerTypeContextGenerator
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class. The question of finding a focal noun (or the head noun) stands out from the
other rules, due to it having a number of features that it adds, and also because we do
a fair amount of work to identify it. The focal noun depends on the type of question
word (who, what, which, and so on) and is important in defining what we’re looking
for. For example, in our question about the ruler of Bohemia, our focal noun is saint,
meaning we’re looking for a person who’s a saint. We can then use this noun, along
with WordNet, to get synonyms for saint that might be helpful in identifying other
questions that might ask the same or similar questions in different ways. In our travels
through the question, we also apply certain rules for eliminating false matches for the
focal noun. These are again based on simple rules and regular expressions. In the
code, most of this work is done in the AnswerTypeContextGenerator’s findFocusNounPhrase method, which won’t be included here due to length.
Finally, keep in mind that this feature selection process is based on Tom’s analysis
of the questions as to the important things to consider when building a model. This
doesn’t mean it’s the only way. Moreover, given more training data, it may be possible
to have the system learn the model without any of this feature selection process. In
some regards, this human-in-the-loop feature selection is a trade-off between time
spent collecting and annotating examples and time spent doing up-front analysis of
the existing queries for patterns. Which works best for your system will depend on
how much data and time you have available.

8.4.4

Generating the query
After we’ve determined the answer type, we need to generate a query that will retrieve
candidate passages from our search index. The candidate passages we retrieve need to
have several things in order to be useful for QA:
 One or more words that are of the appropriate answer type must occur within

the passage window.
 One or more of the key terms from the original query must occur within the
passage window.
In order for us to construct a query that will retrieve candidate passages that meet
these requirements, we need to know exactly where in a given document matches
take place. In Solr (and Lucene), the mechanism to do this is via SpanQuery and its
derivative classes. Specifically, SpanQuery classes match documents similar to other
queries in Lucene, but they also, at the cost of extra compute time, can access position information, which we can then iterate over to produce a more focused passage
for ranking than a larger document. Finally, we specifically need to construct a SpanNearQuery class for finding passages, because we want to find the specified terms and
answer type together. A SpanNearQuery can create complex phrase-based queries that
are composed of other SpanQuery instances. The code for creating our query is
shown in the next listing.
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Query generation

List<SpanQuery> sql = new ArrayList<SpanQuery>();
if (mt != null) {
String[] parts = mt.split("\|");
if (parts.length == 1) {
sql.add(new SpanTermQuery(new Term(field, mt.toLowerCase())));
} else {
for (int pi = 0; pi < parts.length; pi++) {
sql.add(new SpanTermQuery(new Term(field, parts[pi])));
}
}
}
try {
Analyzer analyzer = sp.getType().getQueryAnalyzer();
TokenStream ts = analyzer.tokenStream(field,
new StringReader(qstr));
while (ts.incrementToken()) {
String term = ((CharTermAttribute)
ts.getAttribute(CharTermAttribute.class)).toString();
sql.add(new SpanTermQuery(new Term(field, term)));
}
} catch (IOException e) {
throw new ParseException(e.getLocalizedMessage());
}
return new SpanNearQuery(sql.toArray(new SpanQuery[sql.size()]),
params.getInt(QAParams.SLOP, 10), true);

In the code for generating the query, we undertake three steps:
 Add the answer type(s) to the query using one or more SpanTermQuery

instances. If more than one answer type is used, we bind them together using a
SpanOrQuery.
 Analyze the user query with the query analyzer for the given field to create
SpanTermQuery instances for each term.
 Construct a SpanNearQuery that glues all of the terms together using a slop factor passed in by the user (or default to 10).
This approach isn’t the only way we could construct the query. For instance, we could
try to produce more selective queries by doing deeper analysis on the query to identify
phrases or part of speech tagging to match only those terms that have the same part of
speech in the passage. Regardless of the query approach, we hand off the query
to Solr and get back a list of documents that we can then rank using our PassageRankingComponent, which we’ll cover in the next section.

8.4.5

Ranking candidate passages
Compared to the query parsing and feature selection process, ranking the passages is
much more straightforward in our case—we’re using a straightforward ranking process that was first outlined (Singhal 1999) at the TREC-8 conference on question
answering. Though this approach has been passed by in other systems, it’s still a
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Figure 8.5 The passage scoring component constructs a series of windows
around the matching terms from the query and then ranks the passage.

reasonable approach that’s easy to implement and relatively effective for a fact-based
system. In a nutshell, the approach looks for the matching terms in a series of windows
around the location where the query matched; hence our use of the SpanQuery and its
derivatives. Specifically, the approach identifies the start and end positions of the
query term matches and then constructs two windows of a given number of terms (25
by default in our code, but can be overridden using Solr’s request parameters) on
each side of the match window. This can be seen in figure 8.5.
To build the passages efficiently, we utilize Lucene’s term vector storage. Simply
put, a term vector in Lucene is a data structure that keeps track, per document, of the
terms and their frequency and positions within the document. Unlike the inverted
index used for searching, it’s a document-centric data structure instead of a termcentric structure. All this means is that it’s good for doing operations that require a
whole document (such as highlighting or passage analysis) and not good for operations that require quick term-by-term lookup (such as searching). Given the passage,
which we codify in a class named Passage, we can then begin the scoring process,
which is shown next.
Listing 8.7

Score
terms in
main
window.

Score any
bigrams in
the
passage.

Code for scoring a candidate passage

protected float scorePassage(Passage p,
Map<String, Float> termWeights,
Map<String, Float> bigramWeights,
float adjWeight, float secondAdjWeight,
Score terms in
float biWeight) {
windows
Set<String> covered = new HashSet<String>();
immediately to
float termScore = scoreTerms(p.terms, termWeights, covered);
the left and right
float adjScore = scoreTerms(p.prevTerms, termWeights, covered) +
of main window.
scoreTerms(p.followTerms, termWeights, covered);
float secondScore =
Score terms in
scoreTerms(p.secPrevTerms, termWeights, covered)
windows adjacent
+ scoreTerms(p.secFollowTerms, termWeights, covered);
to the previous and
//Give a bonus for bigram matches in the main window, could also
following windows.
float bigramScore =
scoreBigrams(p.bigrams, bigramWeights, covered);
float score = termScore + (adjWeight * adjScore) +
(secondAdjWeight * secondScore)
The final score for the passage is a
+ (biWeight * bigramScore);
combination of all the scores, each
return (score);
weighted separately. A bonus is
}
given for any bigram matches.
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Figure 8.6 An example of the Taming Text QA system in action, answering the question “What is
trimethylbenzene?”

The scoring process is a weighted sum of the scores for each of the windows in the passage, with the most weight going to the main match window and decaying the further
away from the main window that we go. We also give a bonus to any time there’s a
match of two words in a row (the bigram bonus). The final score is then used to rank
the passage using a priority queue data structure. When we have a ranked set of passages, we write out the results to Solr’s response structure; they’re then passed back
out to the client system. An example of the output can be seen in figure 8.6.
At this point, we now have a working system, based on first processing the user’s
question and then generating a search query that will bring back candidate passages.
Finally, we ranked those passages using a simple scoring algorithm that looked at a
window of terms around the matching parts of the query. With this basis in mind, let’s
take a look at what we can do to improve the system.

8.5

Steps to improve the system
If you’ve followed along in the code so far, you’ll no doubt realize there are many
more tasks that could be done to make the system better. Some ideas are highlighted
in the following list:
 Many QA systems analyze the question and select a predefined question tem-

plate that’s then used as a pattern to identify the appropriate candidate based
on passages that match the template.
 Create more restrictive Lucene queries in your system by requiring that
the answer type be within a certain number of terms or even within a specific
sentence.
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 Not only identify the passage containing the answer, but extract the answer

from the passage.
 If two or more passages produce the same or very similar answers, deduplicate

these items and boost the result.
 Handle the case where you can’t identify the answer type better by falling back

on search or other analysis approaches.
 Show confidence levels or explanations of how you arrived at an answer and
give the user a mechanism to refine the results.
 Incorporate specialized query handling for specific types of questions. For
instance, questions like “Who is X?” could use a knowledge base resource of
famous people to find an answer instead of searching in the text.
These are just a few things that could be improved. More importantly, we’d encourage
you, the reader, to add your own insights.

8.6

Summary
Building out a working question answering system is an excellent way to see many of
the principles of this book in action. For instance, the question analysis phase requires
us to apply many string matching techniques as well as tasks like named-entity recognition and tagging, whereas the passage retrieval and ranking tasks require us to leverage deep search engine capabilities to not only find documents that match, but find
where exactly in the documents the matches take place. From those matches, we then
applied more string matching techniques to rank the passages and to produce an
answer. All in all, we have a simple fact-based question answering system. Is it going to
win on Jeopardy!? Of course not. Hopefully, it sufficiently shows how a working system
can be built using readily available open source tools.
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